Abstract. We consider the queueing system M θ /G/1/∞ with two service modes. The server switches between the main service mode and threshold mode at the beginning of the current customer service when the number of customers present in the system is larger than h. The mean duration of the busy time and formulas for the stationary distribution of the number of customers in the system are obtained.
Description of the model
The queueing system M θ /G/1/m with two service modes is studied in the paper [1] . The server switches between the modes at the beginning of the current customer service if the total number of customers in the system exceeds a given threshold level h. In the current paper, we use the results obtained in [1] to study a similar system without restrictions on the length of the queue, that is, we consider the case of m = ∞.
Let there be given three sequences of independent identically distributed random variables {α n }, {θ n }, and {β n }, n ≥ 1, where α n denotes the interarrival time between the (n − 1) th and n th batches of customers arriving to the system, θ n denotes the number of customers in the n th batch, and β n denotes the service time for the n th customer.
Assume that
P{α n < x} = 1 − e −λx , λ>0, and P{θ n = i} = a i , i≥ 1. If P{θ n = 1} = a 1 = 1, then each batch consists of only one customer.
The customers are served one by one. After the service is completed, the customer leaves the system and the server starts the service of the next customer if there is at least one in the queue; otherwise, the server waits until a batch of customers arrives to the system. The FIFO discipline is used to maintain the queue in the system. The order of customers within a batch is arbitrary.
Denote by ξ ∞ (t) the total number of customers in the system at time t. The phase space X ∞ = {0, 1, . . . } corresponds to the stochastic process (ξ ∞ (t), t ≥ 0). For ξ ∞ (t), we introduce a threshold level h, h ≥ 1. Namely, if t is the moment when the service of the n th customer starts and if
The queueing system introduced above is denoted by M θ /G, G/1/∞. The stochastic process describing the functioning of this system belongs to the class of switching processes [2] .
The stochastic process (ξ m (t), t ≥ 0) with the phase space
is used to denote the total number of customers at time t in the system M θ /G, G/1/m. Recall that such a process is studied in [1] .
Main notation and auxiliary results
We introduce the following notation: P n is the conditional probability given that n ≥ 0 customers are present in the system at the initial time; E (P) is the conditional expectation (conditional probability), given that the system starts functioning at the moment when the first batch of customers arrives to the system; a k * i is the k-fold convolution of the sequence a i with itself; η(x) is the total number of customers arriving to the system in the time interval [0; x);
It is known that
(see [1] ). Consider the sequence {R n } defined recursively as follows:
Similarly to (1)- (2), we define the functions and constants for the distribution function F (x) of the service time in the threshold mode arising when the total number of customers in the system exceeds h. We use the symbol "tilde" to denote these functions
and constants, namely
In what follows we use the sequences {p n (s)}, {q n (s)}, {R n (s)}, { p n (s)}, { q n (s)}, and { R n (s)} introduced in [1] .
The following assertion for the sequence { R n } follows explicitly from Theorem 1.5 of [3] .
Lemma 2.2. The sequence {R n } is increasing.
Proof. Using relations (2), we get
The lemma is proved.
Lemma 2.3. The limit relations
hold for the sequences {p n } and {a n }.
Proof. It is known that
is proved similarly. The proof of the lemma is complete.
Lemma 2.4. Let
where
Proof. Using the equalities
(see [4] ) and relation
that follows from (2), we prove for the sequence defined by (6) that
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Proof. Since
we deduce that
we derive equality (10) from (12). If a 1 = 1, then we again use equalities (8) and (9) and derive relation (11) from (10). The lemma is proved.
Busy period and stationary distribution
Denote by
the first busy period in the queueing system M θ /G, G/1/∞. Let E τ (∞) denote the expectation of the first busy period. We denote by τ (m) the busy period of the queueing system M θ /G, G/1/m studied in [1] .
If ρ < 1 and a 1 = 1, then
Proof. We use a result from [1] concerning the mean duration of the busy period in the queueing system M θ /G, G/1/m. According to this result,
To pass to the limit in (15) as m → ∞ we write (16)
Equalities (4) and (7) imply that all the terms in the sum on the right hand side of (16) except the first one approach zero as m → ∞, that is,
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Since
we use relations (4)-(6) and conclude that
Taking into account (17), (10), and (11), we obtain equalities (13) and (14) by passing to the limit in (15) as m → ∞. The theorem is proved.
Lemma 3.1. We have
Proof. The total probability formula implies that
Passing to the Laplace transforms in (21) we derive the following system of equations to determine the functions Φ ∞ n (s, k):
with the boundary condition Φ ∞ 0 (s, k) = 0 that follows from an obvious equality ϕ ∞ 0 (t, k) = 0. Passing to the limit as s → +0, equations (22) become of the form
Applying the equations obtained in [1] for functions Φ
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Comparing equalities (23) and (25), we conclude that the limit relation (18) holds. The lemma is proved.
Put
Proof. Passing to the limit as s → +0 and then evaluating the sum over k running from 1 to m + 1 in the expressions for the functions Φ The lemma is proved. that is, the expectation E τ (∞) equals the right hand side of (14).
Proof. The equality
is proved in [1] , where Φ ;
